
 

 

 
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES 
 
 
VISUALS 

Ö Less is more – so restrict the amount of data! Your presentation should reflect the most 
important points and information you are presenting.  

Ö Multimedia presentations that incorporate images, movies and sounds are welcome - but 
please inform ESOMAR well in advance of the software package you will be using. 

Ö Include a contents slide at the beginning so that the delegates understand exactly what they 
will learn from your presentation. 

Ö No company logos are allowed on slides. 
Ö For clarity use very contrasting text and background colours. A white background with clean 

big red font reads well. 
Ö Do not use Times New Roman or any faint fonts, and avoid any non-standard fonts. Arial Bold 

is a good font to use. All figures and typeface should be a minimum size of Arial 24 (or 
equivalent). 

Ö Leave margins of at least 1cm to prevent text being hidden during projection. 
Ö Do not incorporate too many build – ups on the slides and avoid the standard sound effects 

for bullets etc. 
Ö Do not incorporate complex graphs or tables, unless they are intended purely as illustration. 

Slides with fine graphs or full tables of figures cannot be read from a distance. 
Ö Do not include live links to the Internet. If wishing to show web pages use still snap 

shots. 
Ö Restrict the number of slides to fit the time allocated to your presentation 

o Example: not more than 30 slides for a 25-minute presentation. 
Ö Please bring a back - up copy of your presentation on USB stick to the Conference 

 
 
ENGAGING THE AUDIENCE 
 
The following points are only a few suggestions; please feel free to structure your presentation as you 
feel will best suit the content. 

Ö Reflect on your personal experiences; include failures as well as successes! Honesty is very 
highly rated by delegates. 

Ö Refer to the speakers that have presented before so that the conference flows together. 
Ö Adopt a natural presentation style; interactivity helps to make the conference as informal and 

friendly as possible. Reading directly from a script tends to alienate the audience 
Ö Use objects, props, demos to stimulate interest 
Ö Have you rehearsed? All participants receive an evaluation form to comment on the content, 

presentation, originality and overall value of your presentation. So, practice makes perfect! 
 
 
Note: ESOMAR will take all presentations to the Conference. After the presentations are checked 
(during your speaker meeting), they will be loaded onto and run from one main computer in the 
conference room. You cannot run presentations from your own laptop, however please be assured 
that you maintain control of advancing your slides. 
Exceptions may apply for Mac’s and Prezi. 
 
 
HOW TO CREATE AWESOME PRESENTATIONS – 2 MINUTES CLIP 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gNG0etmnwuk&feature=related 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
PROFESSIONAL ETHICS AND STANDARDS 
 
 
In preparation of your presentation at the upcoming ESOMAR event, our Professional Standards 
Committee has asked that you keep the following in mind to help ensure that your presentation 
upholds the ICC/ESOMAR International Code. These pointers will ensure that your presentation 
contributes to research, which is sensitive to consumer concerns and demonstrates a relationship 
with respondents based on trust and respect. The presentation: 
 
 
 

Ö Does not display activities and technology practices that could undermine public confidence in 
market research. 

Ö Ensures permission has been obtained from a parent or legal guardian for the participation of 
children and young people in research.  

Ö Respects the voluntary nature of respondent cooperation: e.g. adequate information about the 
purpose and nature of the project and clear notifications and privacy statements have been 
provided.  

Ö Upholds the rights of respondents; they must not be harmed or adversely affected through 
cooperating in a market research project e.g. they should not incur costs through 
participating. 

Ö Has not allowed personal data collected in a market research project to be used for another 
purpose; email addresses and personal identifiers are confidential; videos and photos must 
not be shown without explicit consent.  

Ö Projects and activities are designed, carried out, reported and documented accurately, 
transparently and objectively.  

 


